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The Veneto Region

Is located in the North-
Eastern part of Italy;

Population: about 5 MI;

It is the 8th largest region 
in Italy;

Total area: 18.398,9 km2
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Tourism in Veneto

First Italian Region with 62,3 MI 
of nights spent (2012 - 16,4% of 
national quota)

TOP 10 most visited tourist 
European Regions (5th/6th place)

Source: data elaborated by Nicola Panarello
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WIDE RANGE OF CHOICES

• SEA SIDE (beaches) (40%)

• CITIES of Artistic and 
historical interest (29%)

• LAKE (Garda) (18%)

• DOLOMITES/Mountains 
(8%)

• SPA RESORTS (5%)

• .....

Source: data elaborated by Nicola Panarello
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NIGHTS SPENT PER PROVINCE 
(2012)

55%

23%

22%

Nights spent

Venezia Verona Others

23% Verona

55% Venice

22% Others

Source: data elaborated by Nicola Panarello
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THE TOURISTS’ CONCENTRATION IN PLACE

8%  MOUNTAINS

42% SEASIDE

15% VENICE

17% GARDA

Source: data elaborated by Nicola Panarello
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TOURISTS' COUNTRIES OF ORIGIN

Source: data elaborated by Nicola Panarello



CONCENTRATION in TIME:
(Italian Tourists)

Source: data elaborated by Nicola Panarello



CONCENTRATION in TIME:
(Foreign Tourists)

Source: data elaborated by Nicola Panarello



CONCENTRATION in TIME and  
SPACE

 diversify the touristic flow covering all

seasons (including Spring and Autumn);

 promote tourist destinations located in the

whole regional territory!

Need to...



TOURISM DEPARTMENT’s ONGOING EU PROJECTS
ON CULTURAL ROUTES

“TECH TOUR”;

“ADRISTORICAL LANDS”;

“VERO TOUR”;

“SCORE”



TECH-TOUR PROJECT

CIP Programme 2007-2013

MAIN OBJECTIVES:
 To map and promote two cultural routes;

 To show the potential of mobile technologies for the
development of innovative communication at cultural
heritage sites;

 To support innovation in cultural tourism services;

 To support local economies



TECH-TOUR: Activities

The project aims to promote 2 historical trans-national EU 
cultural routes by:

 Marking specific points of cultural and historical value 
along the routes;

 Exploiting developed ICT tools (“Augmented Reality”) and 
creating cross media communication platform 
“TECHCOOLTOUR”;

 Placing twelve interactive infoboards and transforming the 
routes into virtual open-air museums



TECH-TOUR: FINAL GOALS

 To create an innovative concept for the
promotion of the cultural heritage;

To enhance integration of SMEs and public
institutions in the field of cultural tourism within
partner countries to create a network, promote
entrepreneurship and encourage synergies within
participating countries.



PROPOSED  ITINERARIES

 Roman itinerary: composed by two main
consecutive Roman routes: Iter Romanum and
Via Annia going from Italy, crossing Slovenia,
Croatia and ending in Serbia;

 Byzantine itinerary: going along the coasts of
Italy, Slovenia and Croatia.



PROPOSED ITINERARIES



PROPOSED ITINERARIES



PROPOSED ITINERARIES



MAIN RESULTS ACHIEVED



ADRISTORICAL LANDS PROJECT

 CBC Programme Ipa Adriatic 2007-2013

 Overall objective: to endorse a new form of sustainable
tourism throught the promotion of the remarkable but largely
unknown attractions and itineraries of the historical and
cultural heritage along the Adriatic coasts (i.e. Historical
villages, walled towns, palaces and theatres)

Creation of cross-border tourist
itineraries



SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

 Develop a shared network of cross-border tourist centers
of high level tourism appeal;

 Implement pilot projects addressed to enhance sites and
itineraries of special interest;

 Identify methods to create a well-articulated tourism offer;

 The prolongation of the tourist season flows;

 Sustain Public/Private cooperation



ADRISTORICAL LANDS ROUTES



ADRISTORICAL LANDS:
Veneto's Itineraries

1. CITTADELLA

2. ESTE

3. MONSELICE

4. PORTOGRUARO

5. NOALE

1. ADRIA

2. ARQUA’ POLESINE

3. CHIOGGIA

4. QUARTO D’ALTINO

5. CONCORDIA SAGITTARIA



1. TORCELLO, BURANO, MAZZORBO
2. …

Walled Towns route

Historical Towns route

Native Venice



ADRISTORICAL LANDS: Veneto's 
Itineraries

Walled town route

NativeVenice

Historical towns Route



MAIN RESULTS ACHIEVED

 Identification of 20 different itineraries: 4 on
waterways; 3 on faith and spirituality; 4 on
Venetian and Ottomans; 4 on artists' houses; 2
on Walled Towns; 3 on historical theatres;

 Successfull organization of an Educational
Tour involving 10 tour operators coming from all
European countries



MAIN RESULTS ACHIEVED

A pleasant tour along Northern Adriatic “Water 
Ways”....



VeRoTour-Venetian Routes: “Enhancing a 
shared European multi-cultural sustainable 

tourism”
Co-founded by European Union Competitiveness and

Innovation framework Programme

Overall objective: to enhance and implement a trans-
national thematic cultural route following the
extraordinary system of maritime routes, settlements,
defensive fortifications and cultural heritage left by the
Venetian under the rule of the Republic of Venice.

To contribute to the diversification of trans-national thematic
tourism offer in Europe



VeRotour’s ITINERARIES



VeRoTour's General objectives:

 Capitalize on common Venetian legacy in Europe to
diversify European tourist offer;

 Promoting sustainable cultural-tourism approach;

 Take advantage of the growing importance of the Silk
Road tourism to enhance Venetian routes;

 Contributing in the EU policy of making Europe a more
competitive tourist destination;

 Creating business opportunities in sustainable cultural
tourism sector;

 Encouraging local authorities and stakeholders to invest in
Venetian routes-related products.



VeRoTour Project's specific objectives:

 Creating a permanent network;

 Developing trans-national tourist offers and
packages linked to Venetian legacy in Euro-
Mediterranean area;

 Increasing SMEs capacity and stimulating co-
operation among Venetian routes countries and
regions;

 Developing trans-national communication and
branding strategy.



VeRoTour's expected results:

 To create a permanent transnational network to develop the
Venetian Routes;

 To actively involve a multicultural and multilevel partnership;

 To create a self-sustainable European Cultural Routes;

 To build targeted training addressed to SMEs and public
authorities;

 To brand the Venetian Routes and develop a
promotional/marketing campaign;

 To involve SMEs to sell these products on the tourism market.



SCORE PROJECT: “Suistainable & 
Competitive Resorts – Development of a 

Crossborer framework”
CBC Programme Interreg IV Italy-Austria;

General aim: stenghten the competitiveness of the tourist
sector within the project area, in order to establish a
crossborder tourist framework and offer, recognising the
local tipical gastronomy, the natural and cultural resourses.



SCORE Project's specific objectives

 To promote the exchange of experiences in the 

promotion of the mountain and rural tourism;

 To develop and collect traditional and innovative
touristic services;

 To promote the development of synergies between 
common and less known touristic destinations;

 To improve the sustainability of the touristic offers;

 To involve young people (“Local entertrainers”);

 To produce new job opportunities



SCORE Project's expected results

 Improving the rural tourism in the project area;

 Connecting the cycling for tourists offert between the
interested regios;

 Twinning between the traditional resturants offering
tipical and domestic products;

 Capitalization of the Interreg IV C Italy-Austria project
“Alpine Flavors”
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Thank you for your attention!

francesca.bonesso@regione.veneto.it

Veneto Region – Tourism Department
European Programmes and Projects Office

Palazzo Sceriman, Cannaregio 168
30121 Venice

Tel. 041 2792644-3102


